UNDERSTANDING AND DESIGNING FOR CROWD CREATIVITY

Social technologies have given rise to “crowd creativity,” connecting people from around the world to share ideas, pool resources, leverage diverse skill sets, and produce compelling, sometimes world-changing creative artifacts. Crowd creativity offers the potential to make the future of work more rewarding, productive, and equitable, but tapping this potential requires us to understand its strengths and limitations, and how to design for them. In this talk, I present some of my recent efforts to push the boundaries of crowd creativity, focusing on two major challenges: helping crowds coordinate, and helping them perform tasks requiring expertise. I will describe several studies of “collabs,” a genre of collaborative animation projects with especially complex coordination issues, and Pipeline, a creative collaboration tool I designed, deployed, and evaluated with the goal of helping leaders coordinate their projects. I will also discuss the challenges of using novice crowd workers in domains requiring specialized expertise, focusing on CrowdCrit, a system I developed to provide visual designers with fast, scalable, high-quality critiques. Finally, I will present some preliminary work supporting crowd creativity for knowledge discovery.

Throughout the talk, I will suggest ways to design for more complex, creative, and successful social computing experiences.
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